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Rookie lawyer Ranjeev C. Dubey slogs his way through the corridors of Delhi’s trial
courts and realizes that the legal system is anything but fair. He stumbles upon a
strange world of corruption, sleaze, adultery, eloping couples and clients willing to pay
for legal services ‘in kind’. He survives the ‘killing field’ of litigation for twelve long
years, biding his time. When he gets an offer to join a law firm, Dubey believes he has
finally arrived. But has he? The world of Indian corporate law is one of intense powerplay and the merciless pursuit of revenue. In this sinister world of destructive politicking,
Ranjeev becomes enemies with the big sharks who own the law firm. What follows is
an explosive showdown. In this dark, racy memoir, the now-well-known corporate
lawyer exposes the world of the black robes with his trademark wit and leaves you
wanting more. If you had to read only one book about the world of lawyers and the
Indian legal system, Legal Confidential would have to be it!
"Our Time to Sing and Play"Child Marriage in Nepal
In The Pleasure Principle – The Amaryllis Book of Erotic Stories, editor G.Sampath
brings together fifteen of the finest contemporary fiction writers on a singular thematic
platform: erotica. These are tales that explore the glories of romance, eroticism and
much more. From homoerotic and transgender to bisexual and straight.This anthology
covers a wide variety of erotica. Quite a few of the stories in The Pleasure Principle
cover new ground even in ‘straight’ territory. The irrepressible Taslima Nasrin subtly
brings out the unexpected transmutations of online lust when it goes offline; Meena
Kandasamy tells us about the sex tapes of our ancient gods, Jaishree Misra’s story
brings out the yearnings of an elderly widower, while Cyrus Mistry explores the
forbidden desires of a middle-aged school teacher – these are just some of the erotic
sub-themes explored in the anthology. Other contributors include such distinguished
names like Tabish Khair, Amitava Kumar, Shinie Antony, Krishna Shastri Devulapalli,
Rupa Bajwa, Amrita Chatterjee, Kankana Basu, Aditya Sharma, Vikram Kapur and
Kristen Cosby.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of
liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into
Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a
bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Contributed articles on the issues related to Dalit women in India.
This guide presents information on planning and managing microfilming projects,
incorporating co-operative programmes, service bureaux and the impact of automation
for library staff with deteriorating collections.
Multimedia on Symbian OS is the only book available to discuss multimedia on
Symbian OS at this level. It covers key areas of multimedia technology, with information
about APIs and services provided by Symbian OS. Other key features include details of
UI platform-specific APIs from S60 and UIQ. This pioneering book covers each of the
key technologies available (such as audio, video, radio, image conversion, tuner and
camera) at a high level, to give the reader context, before drilling down to details of how
to use each of them. The book includes code samples which are available for download
on a website and cover key APIs with detailed description of each. Additional
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information includes the evolution of multimedia on Symbian OS from previous versions
to the current (v9.5) and plans for the future. Chapters include: Architecture of
Multimedia on Symbian OS Onboard Camera Multimedia Framework of both Video &
Audio Image Converter Library The Tuner
With Respect to Sex is an intimate ethnography that offers a provocative account of
sexual and social difference in India. The subjects of this study are hijras or the "third
sex" of India—individuals who occupy a unique, liminal space between male and female,
sacred and profane. Hijras are men who sacrifice their genitalia to a goddess in return
for the power to confer fertility on newlyweds and newborn children, a ritual role they
are respected for, at the same time as they are stigmatized for their ambiguous
sexuality. By focusing on the hijra community, Gayatri Reddy sheds new light on Indian
society and the intricate negotiations of identity across various domains of everyday life.
Further, by reframing hijra identity through the local economy of respect, this
ethnography highlights the complex relationships among local and global, sexual and
moral, economies. This book will be regarded as the definitive work on hijras, one that
will be of enormous interest to anthropologists, students of South Asian culture, and
specialists in the study of gender and sexuality.
Maybe one of the hidden benefits of everyone being so darn busy is the rise of the quickie! No
one writes fresh fiction on quick sex better than Alison Tyler who has probably inspired more
time-efficient trysts that any other eroticist. Whether at the office with your boss, in a restaurant
restroom or naughty nooners with your long-time love, Tyler's Sudden Sex will have you dialing
up a booty call stat! Alison Tyler says: "My favorite short stories brand new. Crisp and focused,
taut and tight. The pieces in this collection are waiting for you to slide them on, button the fly,
then turn and admire how well they fit your kink. Because—as everyone who knows me
understands by now—I’m all about the kink. This collection features BDSM, spanking, toys,
tools, girls gone bad and men who need it just as bad. I’ve assembled stories from writers I’ve
worked with for nearly two decades as well as wordsmiths who are new to me. What do the
pieces have in common? Each one maxes out at 1500 words. That’s not a lot of small talk.
We’ve cut the awkward getting to know you phase and instead parked you right up at the
point. We’re past first base, past second, on our way to third. His hand is under your skirt; her
palm is on your cock—we’re all adults here—no need to fight the fact that sometimes what we
crave is simple: sudden sex." Take a breath. Bite your lip. Get ready to get off.
Do you wake up dreaming of millions screaming your name? Do you fantasize about your face
beaming down from hoardings? Do you practise your Oscar thank-you speech in your head?
Or see yourself walking the red carpet at Cannes? Is a career in showbiz what you aspire to
above all else but are daunted by where to start? Are you clueless about who to meet and how
to get your first break? Does the casting couch exist and how do you handle it? How do you
keep getting work and become un-ignorable? Tisca Chopra Acting Smart is the book you have
been waiting for. Packed with nuts-and-bolts ideas, hilarious anecdotes as well as sharp
advice from some of the biggest names in cinema actors, agents, film-makers and casting
directors this is a not just a handbook on how to take on the challenges of the mercurial
quicksand of show business, but also a look into the working of the creative maelstrom called
the film industry.
The Indian diaspora in Australia and New Zealand represents a successful ethnic community
making significant contributions to their host societies and economies. However, because of
their small number—slightly more than half a million— they rarely find mention in the global
literature on Indian diaspora. The present volume seeks to remedy this oversight. Charting the
chequered 250-year-old history of both the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ diaspora in the antipodes, the
chapters narrate the stories of labourers who journeyed under the pressure of colonial capital
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and post-war professional migrants who went in search of better opportunities. In the context of
the ‘White Australia’ and ‘White New Zealand’ policies designed to stem the arrival of Asians
in the early twentieth century, we read of the complex survival stratagems adopted by migrants
to circumvent the stringent insular world view of the existing white settlers in these countries.
Together with stories of the collective suffering and struggles of the diaspora, we are presented
with stories of individual resilience, enterprise, and social mobility.
Contributed articles with predominantly on social issues of Dalit women of Nepal.
This guideline provides global, evidence-informed recommendations on preventive
chemotherapy, as a public health intervention in areas endemic for soil-transmitted helminths,
to decrease the worm burden of soil-transmitted helminth infection in children, adolescent girls,
women of reproductive age and pregnant women, including those coinfected with HIV. The
recommendations contained in this guideline are intended for a wide audience, including
policymakers and their expert advisers as well as technical and program staff at government
institutions and organizations involved in the design, implementation and expansion of
programs to control soil-transmitted helminth infections and nutrition-sensitive actions for a
safe and hygienic environment to improve public health. This guideline aims to help WHO
Member States and their partners to make evidence-informed decisions on the appropriate
actions in their efforts to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and the
global targets presented in the World Health Assembly resolution WHA66.12 on: - Neglected
tropical diseases - Comprehensive implementation plan on maternal, infant and young child
nutrition - Global strategy for women's, children's, and adolescents' health (2016-2030) Water, sanitation and hygiene for accelerating and sustaining progress on neglected tropical
diseases: a global strategy 2015-2020 - Accelerating work to overcome the global impact of
neglected tropical diseases: a roadmap for implementation - Accelerating progress on HIV,
tuberculosis, malaria, hepatitis and neglected tropical diseases: a new agenda for 2016-2030 Eliminating soil-transmitted helminthiases as a public health problem in children: progress
report 2001-2010 and strategic plan 2011-2020.
In 'Last Tango is Toulouse', the follow-up to 'Au Revoir', Mary Moody tells how in the year of
her 50th birthday, she ran away from her home, family, and work for six months to live in a
remote French village. However, they were six months that turned the rest of her life upside
down.
Transform your lovemaking into erotic ecstasy with the secrets of the Kama Sutra -- the most
ancient, renowned and explicit guide to sexual pleasure.
"Nepal has the third highest rate of child marriage in Asia, with 37 percent of girls marrying
before age 18, and 10 percent marrying before the age of 15, despite the fact that the
minimum age of marriage is 20 under Nepal law. This report is based on 149 interviews
conducted across Nepal, most with married girls and young women who married as girls. It
describes the devastating effects of child marriage, including denial of access to education,
serious health consequences of early pregnancy, and domestic abuse. A complex web of
factors drives these child marriages, including poverty, lack of access to education, child labor,
social pressures, and harmful practices. Cutting across all of these is entrenched gender
inequality, and damaging social norms that make girls less valued than boys in Nepali society.
In July 2014, Nepal's government pledged to end child marriage by 2020. By 2016, this goal
has shifted to ending child marriage by 2030. But the government has yet to take the concrete
steps needed to achieve either goal. The report calls on Nepal to release a comprehensive
plan to comabt child marriage, and seeks to support that process with recommendations drawn
directly from the experiences of the married children who continue to be deeply harmed by this
practice"--Page [4] of cover.

The town's ultra-conservative mega-preacher obsesses over sexual immorality, so
when his daughter rebels on her 18th birthday, she does so with a bang by seducing
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the town's leading self-righteous hypocrites in an orgy of revenge. Yet sparking a wave
of sexual scandals reveals a secret that her parents have kept from her since her birth,
and will bring everyone to their knees.
"Previously published in the United States as Kama Sutra Step by Step, 2009"--P. 240.
Sex Secrets of the Kama Sutra & Other Eastern Pleasures is an inspirational guide to
the best sex positions and techniques from Arabia, India, China, and Japan. Classic
erotic manuscripts and traditions from each country provide the source of eye-opening
secrets that will take couples on a sexual adventure and push erotic pleasure to
dizzying heights.
This major work presents a remarkable sequence of photo-stories from pioneering
photo agency VII, documenting world history as we have experienced it since the end
of the Cold War. The 11 extraordinarily talented photographers who make up this
agency work at the cutting edge of digital photojournalism, committed to recording
social and cultural change as it happens around the world. Questions Without Answers
is an ambitious book featuring a strikingly broad selection of photo stories. Photos
documenting Barack Obama giving a speech on Afghanistan to American troops sit
alongside a collection of portraits featuring famous cultural figures such as David Bowie
and Bernardo Bertolucci. We move from an exploration of the spread and impact of
AIDS in Asia to dispatches from the current economic crisis and its effect on those
working in finance. The crucial work done by VII in documenting conflict environmental, social and political, both violent and non-violent - is also represented,
including stories from the war in Iraq, the crisis in Darfur and the terrible events of 9/11.
With an introduction by the eminent David Friend, Vanity Fair's editor of creative
development and the former director of photography of Life magazine, this book is an
important, moving and compelling record of the world we live in.
Drawing on conversations with hundreds of women about their genitalia, the author
presents a collection of performance pieces from her one-woman show of the same
name.
Queer by Choice enters the controversial debate of sexual identity by examining choice
in gay men and lesbian sexual identity. Drawing on interviews with a sample of 72
people, Whisman analyzes if, and to what extent, choice played a role in determining
identity. Contributing factors such as race, class, religion, and educational level are
considered. The results of the study are stimulating and often surprising, and contribute
to the escalating debates over sexual identity as lesbians and gays continue to soldier
for rights and representation.
Unhooked from regular routines and healthy relationships by the coronavirus pandemic
or other traumas, even our most basic human impulses and inputs can become
addictive and destructive. An essential resource for those struggling with sexual
addiction and compulsions, and those who love them. With the revised information and
up-to-date research, Out of the Shadows is the premier work on sex addiction, written
by a pioneer in its treatment. Sex is at the core of our identities. And when it becomes a
compulsion, it can unravel our lives. Out of the Shadows is the premier work on this
disorder, written by a pioneer in its treatment. Revised and updated to include the latest
research--and to address the exploding phenomenon of cybersex addiction--this third
edition identifies the danger signs, explains the dynamics, and describes the
consequences of sexual addiction and dependency. With practical wisdom and spiritual
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clarity, it points the way out of the shadows of sexual compulsion and back into the light
and fullness of life.
Vimala Thakar gave a series of inspiring talks on the Bhagavad Gita in three separate
seminars, during 1992 and 1993 in Italy. To her, Bhagavad Gita is sacred because it
deals with the organic wholeness of life and the inbuilt complexity of life and affirms the
interplay between the microcosm and macrocosm. Moreover, persuades us to remain
united with the ultimate reality, not only to intellectual understanding but through
everything that we do, at every moment.
This book covers several dimensions of disaster studies as an emerging discipline. It is the
inaugural book in the series ‘Disaster Studies and Management’ and deals with questions
such as “Is disaster management a field of practice, a profession, or simply a new area of
study?” Exploring intersectionalities, the book also examines areas of research that could help
enhance the discourse on disaster management from policy and practice perspectives,
revisiting conventional event-centric approaches, which are the basis for most writings on the
subject. Several case studies and comparative analyses reflect a critical reading of research
and practice concerning disasters and their management. The book offers valuable insights
into various subjects including the challenge of establishing inter- and multi-disciplinary teams
within the academia involved in disaster studies, and sociological and anthropological readings
of post-disaster memoryscapes. Each of the contributors has an enduring interest in disaster
studies, thus enriching the book immensely. This book will be of interest to all the students and
scholars of disaster studies and disaster management, as well as to practitioners and
policymakers.
Translated from the Urdu by Khushwant Singh. Umrao Jan Ada is perhaps one of the most
enigmatic and forgotten female figures in South Asian Literature. The question of her
existence, her beauty, her scholarly abilities and her poetic gift remain a mystery. The book is
an account of Umrao's life as a Lucknawi courtesan, a nautch girl, delivered in first person by
Umrao herself, and documented by a close friend. Written more than a hundred years ago, the
novel recreates the gracious ambience of old Lucknow and takes the reader on a fascinating
journey through the palaces of wealthy nawabs, the hideouts of the colorful vagabonds and the
luxurious abodes of the city's courtesans.
What do you get when you combine the classic 2,000-year-old Indian treatise on the art of love
with the most up-to-date paper-engineering techniques? This lively distillation of the world's
most famous sex guide features choice excerpts from the original text.
The acclaimed Proust biographer William Carter portrays Proust's amorous adventures and
misadventures from adolescence through his adult years, supplying where appropriate Proust's
own sensitive, intelligent, and often disillusioned observations about love and sexuality. Proust
is revealed as a man agonizingly caught between the constant fear of public exposure as a
homosexual and the need to find and express love. In telling the story of Proust in love, Carter
also shows how the author's experiences became major themes in his novel In Search of Lost
Time. Carter discusses Proust's adolescent sexual experiences, his disastrous brothel visit to
cure homosexual inclinations, and his first great loves. He also addresses the duel Proust
fought with the journalist Jean Lorrain after he alluded to Proust's homosexuality in print, his
flirtations with respectable women and high-class prostitutes, and his affairs with young men of
the servant class. With new revelations about Proust's love life and a gallery of photographs,
the book provides an unprecedented glimpse of Proust's gay Paris.
“An immensely lovable debut novel . . . It’s the kind of magic you’ll feel lucky to find.” —Ron
Charles, The Washington Post SHORTLISTED FOR THE COSTA FIRST NOVEL AWARD
FINALIST FOR THE IRISH BOOK AWARD FOR NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR FINALIST FOR
THE COMEDY WOMEN IN PRINT PRIZE Meet Majella O’Neill, a heroine like no other, in this
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captivating Irish debut that has been called Milkman meets Derry Girls Majella is happiest out
of the spotlight, away from her neighbors’ stares and the gossips of the small town in Northern
Ireland where she grew up just after the Troubles. She lives a quiet life caring for her alcoholic
mother, working in the local chip shop, watching the regular customers come and go. She
wears the same clothes each day (overalls, too small), has the same dinner each night (fish
and chips, microwaved at home after her shift ends), and binge-watches old DVDs of the same
show (Dallas, best show on TV) from the comfort of her bed. But underneath Majella’s
seemingly ordinary life are the facts that she doesn’t know where her father is and that every
person in her town has been changed by the lingering divide between Protestants and
Catholics. When Majella’s predictable existence is upended by the death of her granny, she
comes to realize there may be more to life than the gossips of Aghybogey, the pub, and the
chip shop. In fact, there just may be a whole big world outside her small town. Told in a highly
original voice, with a captivating heroine readers will love and root for, Big Girl, Small Town will
appeal to fans of Sally Rooney, Ottessa Moshfegh, and accessible literary fiction with an edge.
Gujarat Files is the account of an eight-month long undercover investigation by journalist Rana
Ayyub into the Gujarat riots, fake encounters and the murder of state Home Minister Haren
Pandya that brings to the fore startling revelations. Posing as Maithili Tyagi, a filmmaker from
the American Film Institute Conservatory, Rana met bureaucrats and top cops in Gujarat who
held pivotal positions in the state between 2001 and 2010. The transcripts of the sting
operation reveal the complicity of the state and its officials in crimes against humanity. With
sensational disclosures about cases that run parallel to Narendra Modi and Amit Shah's ascent
to power and their journey from Gujarat to New Delhi, the book tells you the hushed truth of the
state in the words of those who developed amnesia while speaking before commissions of
enquiry, but held nothing back in the secretly taped videos which form the basis of this
remarkable read.
There are the fabled urban myths of lesbians who fill up a U-Haul on the second date and lead
sweetly romantic lives of cocoa and comfy slippers. Safe and sound. A lot of cozy and not
much crazy. These are NOT those stories- these are wild women with dirty minds, untamed
tongues, and even the occasional cuff or clamp. A lotta crazy and no cozy slippers to be seen.
These Wild Girls tell stories of their own Wild Nights (and days,) memories too hot to keep
undercover. Real women with real needs and overwhelming desires find the courage to reveal
intimate, unrestrained details of their sex lives, the need to share their stories second only to
the urgent impulses that drove the action in the first place. There are first times, life-long
commitments, and fleeting encounters to savor for a lifetime. Tenderness merges with edgeplay; scenes shift from Caribbean islands to desert battlefields to the ultimate privacy of home;
and the writers range from well-known names to newcomers driven to share fresh memories
they’ll never forget. In Evan Mora’s “The Insatiable Travel Itch,” repression in public drives
her wild. “Transported, transplanted, we are transgressors. And it makes me fucking wet.”
Angel Propps struggles to face her deepest desires. “The word Daddy had a familiar shape on
my tongue, but not in my head, and for one second I was sure I was going to Hell—and then I
came.” She’d found, of course, “The Daddy I Didn’t Know I Needed.” Anna Watson, in
“Tamago,” gives a poignant and sizzling view of being a lesbian femme who loves butches. “I
know being femme is what makes the breath blow out of me when she calls and says, ‘Babe, I
just wanted you to know that I was driving along here, thinking about your breasts.’” Reality
doesn’t have to be prosaic. Real sex can be wet, messy, frenzied, sometimes even awkward,
but never boring. With these writers and seventeen more, “Wild Girls, Wild Nights: True
Lesbian Sex Stories” is the proof of that.
A Delightful History Of The Hindi Film Song And Its Hold Over Popular Psyche &Lsquo;De De
Khuda Ke Naam Pe&Rsquo; Sang Wazir Mohammed Khan In Alam Ara (1931), Giving Birth
To A Phenomenon&Mdash;The Hindi Film Song. Over The Years, The Hindi Film Song Has
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Travelled A Long Way, Influencing And Being Influenced By Popular Taste. Considered
Downmarket Not So Long Ago, It Is Undoubtedly The Most Popular Musical Genre In India
Today, Pervading Almost All Aspects Of Indian Life&Mdash;Weddings, Funerals, Religious
Festivals, Get-Togethers And Political Conventions&Mdash;And Emerging As A Medium To
Articulate Every Shade Of Joy And Sorrow, Love And Longing, Hope And Despair. Bollywood
Melodies Traces The Evolution Of The Hindi Film Song To Its Present Status As The Cultural
Barometer Of The Country, Through An Evaluation Of The Work Of Over Fifty Outstanding
Composers, Singers And Lyricists&Mdash;From K.L. Saigal To Sonu Nigam, Naushad To A.R.
Rahman, Sahir Ludhianvi To Javed Akhtar. Placing The Song In The Social Context Of The
Times, Ganesh Anantharaman Looks At The Influences That Shaped It In Each Era: Rabindra
Sangeet In The 1930S, The Folk-Inspired 1940S, The Classical Strains Of The Following
Decade And The Advent Of Western Beats In The Late 1960S. The Author Also Chronicles
The Decline Of Music In Hindi Films Over The Next Twenty Years Before A New Crop Of
Musicians And Singers Gave The Film Song A New Lease Of Life. Erudite Yet Lively, And
Including Insightful Interviews With Icons Like Lata Mangeshkar, Dev Anand, Gulzar, Manna
Dey And Pyarelal, Bollywood Melodies Is Not Only A Treasure Trove Of Information For Music
Lovers But Also An Invaluable Guide To Understanding The Nation&Rsquo;S Enduring Love
Affair With The Hindi Film Song.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Now in paperback—Peggy Orenstein, author
of the groundbreaking New York Times bestseller Girls & Sex, turns her focus to
the sexual lives of young men. “Eye-opening…. Every few pages, the boy world
cracks open a little bit…. Even in the most anxiety-provoking moments of Boys &
Sex, it’s clear that Orenstein believes in the goodness of boys and the men they
can become, and she believes in us, as parents, to raise them” (New York Times
Book Review). Peggy Orenstein’s Girls & Sex broke ground, shattered taboos,
and launched conversations about young women’s right to pleasure and agency
in sexual encounters. It also had an unexpected effect on its author: Orenstein
realized that talking about girls is only half the conversation. Boys are subject to
the same cultural forces as girls—steeped in the same distorted media images
and binary stereotypes of female sexiness and toxic masculinity—which equally
affect how they navigate sexual and emotional relationships. In Boys & Sex,
Peggy Orenstein dives back into the lives of young people to once again give
voice to the unspoken, revealing how young men understand and negotiate the
new rules of physical and emotional intimacy. Drawing on comprehensive
interviews with young men, psychologists, academics, and experts in the field,
Boys & Sex dissects so-called locker room talk; how the word “hilarious” robs
boys of empathy; pornography as the new sex education; boys’ understanding of
hookup culture and consent; and their experience as both victims and
perpetrators of sexual violence. By surfacing young men’s experience in all its
complexity, Orenstein is able to unravel the hidden truths, hard lessons, and
important realities of young male sexuality in today’s world. The result is a
provocative and paradigm-shifting work that offers a much-needed vision of how
boys can truly move forward as better men.
Understand Android OS for both smartphone and tablet programming This fastpaced introduction to the newest release of Android OS gives aspiring mobile
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app developers what they need to know to program for today's hottest Android
smartphones and tablets. Android 4 OS is, for the first time, a single solution for
both smartphones and tablets, so if you master the information in this helpful
guide, you'll be well on your way to successful development for both devices.
From using activities and intents and creating rich user interfaces to working with
SMS, messaging APIs, and the Android SDK, what you need is here. Provides
clear instructions backed by real-world programming examples Begins with the
basics and covers everything Android 4 developers need to know for both
smartphones and tablets Explains how to customize activities and intents, create
rich user interfaces, and manage data Helps you work with SMS and messaging
APIs, the Android SDK, and using location-based services Details how to
package and publish your applications to the Android Market Beginning Android
4 Application Development pares down the most essential steps you need to
know so you can start creating Android applications today.
A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University of
California Press’s Open Access publishing program for monographs. Visit
www.luminosoa.org to learn more. In Forging the Ideal Educated Girl, Shenila
Khoja-Moolji traces the figure of the ‘educated girl’ to examine the evolving
politics of educational reform and development campaigns in colonial India and
Pakistan. She challenges the prevailing common sense associated with calls for
women’s and girls’ education and argues that such advocacy is not simply
about access to education but, more crucially, concerned with producing ideal
Muslim woman-/girl-subjects with specific relationships to the patriarchal family,
paid work, Islam, and the nation-state. Thus, discourses on girls’/ women’s
education are sites for the construction of not only gender but also class
relations, religion, and the nation.
A “eye-opening, gritty, and compelling” memoir by one of New York City’s last
Times Square peep show girls (The Paris Review Online). In 2006, Gotham City
Video was among the last of its kind where, breathing in a cocktail of Pine-Sol
and Windex, a man paid $40 to watch a girl strip naked behind glass. These
fantasy lands, left over from the days when 42nd Street was the center of vice,
eventually disappeared from the rapidly gentrifying city, their stories lost forever.
Not those of tenderloin grinder, Sheila McCelar. Pulling back the curtain on the
little-documented world of the peeps, her “ribald . . . memorable and highly
relevant” (The Daily Beast) reflection is “both a eulogy and a paean to the freaks
and misfits who have long given their souls to the city” (Matthew Gallaway,
author of The Metropolis Case). A late bloomer from small-town Michigan, Sheila
arrived in New York as a struggling actress and soon found herself adrift.
Borderline homeless, and crashing with friends, she finally got steady work that
paid the rent—as a stripper along the triple-x stretch of Eighth Avenue. When
Times Square seeped into her blood, she ended up staying much longer than
she imagined. The story she tells is not just of her own coming-of-age, it’s a
“sharp, sweetly personal . . . fascinating and honest” narrative of modern life on
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the fringes of society in New York City (Mark Jacobson, author of Pale Horse
Rider).
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